S/ SAP S/4HANA Migration
HANA
MIGRATING TO SAP S/4HANA WITH SUPPORT OF XITING
AUTHORIZATIONS MANAGEMENT SUITE (XAMS)!
SAP S/4HANA is the next generation of
enterprise software that enables you to
do business in real time. This new ERP
software suite, which has been specially
designed for in-memory computing is
based on the innovative HANA database
technology. With this in-memory computing you are able, among other things, to
connect your business networks, people
and big data.
When upgrading to SAP S/4HANA, you need
to know that this is a new product from SAP
and not an extension of the original ERP
software. For this reason, in addition to the
system requirements and checking the components you are using, you should also consider your authorizations. In SAP S/4HANA,
many transactions are canceled or replaced
by new transactions and SAP Fiori apps.
You will see one of the major changes with
the introduction of S/4HANA Finance, which
is already known as an add-on for ECC
systems, but which is mandatory with SAP
S/4HANA. It includes many new features,
such as the new general ledger, the business
partner approach, and the new Central
Journal.

These changes require a lot of time and can
lead to significant gaps in your authorizations that are difficult to fix without professional support.
In the Xiting Authorizations Management
Suite (XAMS), we provide the SAP-published
„Simplification List“, which contains a
900-page PDF document. This document
provides clear, searchable information
about the new features for each application
or functional area in a clear way, and
includes search functions. This enables
you to carry out a reliable effort estimation
for the upcoming project. You can also
replace old transactions with new ones in
your roles with one mouse click and select
replacements. Without the XAMS, this would
be a manual and thus enormously time
consuming procedure.
Our SAP S/4HANA migration service will
assist you in successfully implementing the
new software suite step by step with the
help of XAMS and our extensive experience
from other S/4HANA migrations.

XITING WEBINARS
Learn more about
this topic in our free
webinar “Migration to
SAP S/4HANA - is a role
redesign required?”
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FAST CHANGE ON S/4HANA LICENSES
The changeover to these many new transactions also requires significant changes to your
roles and the associated authorization objects.

Service 1: Can be booked separately
SAP HANA Security Readiness Check
Check Analysis of existing roles and 		
transactions affected by the migration

As a result, migrating to SAP S/4HANA often
requires optimization or even a partial
reorganization of your current role concept.
XAMS can help to simplify such a migration.

Expense estimation of a migration project
Service 2: Only bookable with service 1
SAP S/4HANA Migration Service

Review of new roles on SoD conflicts, critical
permissions as well as manual and changed
authorization instances

Scenario 1: Brownfield approach
Presentation of the roles involved and implementation of the necessary adjustments 		
to the role menu to access the target role 		
design in S/4HANA

Correct the problems found in your SAP roles
Update of the SU24 to SAP S/4HANA
Checking your own developments to be 		
migrated with overview of security problems
Configuration of the SAP Fiori interfaces

Expense estimation of a 		
migration project
Rapid customization of your
SAP roles (Brownfield)
Implementation of the new
SAP authorization concept
(Greenfield)

Update of SU24 to SAP S/4HANA including 		
SU25 synchronization

Benefits of using XAMS:
Productive test simulation of the new roles
on SAP S/4HANA

AT A GLANCE:

Automated SAP S/4HANA role creation
based on the results of the analysis
Scenario 2: Greenfield approach

Our services for a successful migration:
Xiting‘s services for a successful SAP S/4HANA
migration can assist you with a successful
migration to S/4HANA or take over the
complete service for you. For a complete
migration, it is necessary to book the following
two services:

Additional information &
Webinars on xiting.us

Evaluation of the ST03N statistics in the ECC
system
Comparison of the ST03N data with the 		
Simplification List from SAP
Implementation of the new SAP 			
authorization concept based on job-related
job functions (job profiles)
Optimization of the new roles based on the
new processes with the help of productive 		
test simulation during further test scenarios
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